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Aristotelian Virtue Ethics and the Problem of Friendship 
 
Friendship seems too to hold states together, and lawgivers to care more for it than for justice; 
for concord seems to be something like friendship, and this they aim at most of all, and expel 
faction as their worst enemy; and when men are friends they have no need of justice, while when 
they are just they need friendship as well, and the truest form of justice is thought to be of a 
friendly quality. 

-Aristotle, The Nicomachean Ethics 
 
 In The Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle outlines his theory of morality using the concept of 

virtue.  In this book, Aristotle focuses on what is required to live a life of eudaimomia (the good 

life).  He argues that the key to living such a life is to live in accordance with virtues such as 

courage, honesty, and friendship.  Consequently, Aristotle’s morality focuses on what type of 

person the moral agent should be, rather than focusing on what the moral agent should do.  The 

focus on character traits rather than direct action guidance distinguishes virtue ethics from other 

moral theories, such as consequentialism and deontology.  One such character trait that has 

drawn significant attention is having a pro-friendship disposition.  Critics have attacked both 

deontology and consequentialism for failing to provide a tenable account of friendship and for 

alienating the moralist from her relationships with others.  Specifically, Michael Stocker argues 

that deontology and consequentialism cause “moral schizophrenia” by forcing the moralist to 

develop a rift between his or her actions and motivations (454).  Furthermore, he argues that this 

discontinuity between actions and values is incompatible with true friendship.  Philosophers like 

Peter Railton have tried to save consequentialism from this critique by moving to an indirect 

form of consequentialism, but this move only hides the underlying problem.  Any tenable 

definition of friendship must focus on the moral agent in a way incompatible with the moral 
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point of view; a view necessitated by deontology and consequentialism.  Additionally, both 

deontology and consequentialism force the moralist into an alienated state in which he or she 

cannot develop lasting and meaningful relationships without abandoning the moral point of view.  

Virtue ethics, on the other hand, provides a fundamentally different approach to morality by 

focusing on the character traits of the moralist and, thus, solves the problem of friendship.  In this 

paper, I will argue that neo-Aristotelian virtue ethics distinguishes itself from consequentialism 

and deontology by providing a less alienating account of friendship than the competing theories. 

 In “The Schizophrenia of Modern Ethical Theories,” Michael Stocker presents a critique 

of both deontological and consequentialist ethics by questioning their ability to provide both 

action guidance and a system of moral motivation.  In his words: “One mark of a good life is a 

harmony between one’s motives and one’s reasons, values, and justifications.  Not to be moved 

by what one values…bespeaks a malady of the spirit.  Not to value what moves one also 

bespeaks a malady of the spirit” (454).  Here, Stocker outlines what he refers to as moral 

schizophrenia, a split between one’s motives and the reasons behind those motives.  For instance, 

a moral agent acting under a hedonistic morality will value those actions that give him or her 

pleasure.  In many cases, however, the most pleasurable actions require the agent to act from 

non-hedonistic motives.  A mother giving a daughter a birthday gift, for example, will often find 

great pleasure in such an action.  To fully experience this pleasure, the motives behind the 

mother’s gift-giving must come from something other than the pursuit of pleasure.  Examples of 

such motives include a genuine care for her daughter, a desire to foster a loving relationship with 

her, or a desire to give to others.  If the mother gives the gift solely because it will give her 

pleasure, she clearly misses out on much of the pleasure that she can gain from the gift-giving 
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action.  Thus, for the mother to act as a successful hedonist, she must value motives that are non-

hedonistic.  Stocker describes this as a schizophrenic rift between values and actions. 

 After outlining his definition of moral schizophrenia, Stocker describes why this 

schizophrenia is a problem for modern ethical theories.  Specifically, he claims that modern 

ethics precludes friendship and love.  Describing the schizophrenic mindset, Stocker argues that 

“to think of yourself this way, or to believe that person you love thinks of you this way, is 

intolerable.  And for conceptual, as well as psychological reasons it is incompatible with love” 

(456).  Here, Stocker claims that the inability of modern ethical theories to provide a tenable 

account of love stems from both a psychological fragmentation and an inherent incompatibility 

of ethical rules with concepts like friendship.  Psychologically, modern ethical theories force the 

moralist into a life that is incoherent and fragmented.  Since there is no consistency between the 

moralist’s values and actions, he or she must fragment into a moral self and a non-moral self.  

Ethical action guidance motivates some of the moralist’s actions, and motives such as friendship 

motivate his or her other actions.  This rift is psychologically difficult because it prevents the 

moralist from consistently determining the right thing to do in a given situation.  The moralist 

has no mechanism to decide whether or not to act in accordance with morality or in accordance 

with his or her other motives.   

Furthermore, Stocker sees a conceptual incompatibility between concepts like friendship 

and modern ethical theories.  When one acts in accordance with deontological or consequentialist 

action guidance, one must inevitably take on a “moral point of view.”  The moral point of view 

requires a separation of the agent from his or her subjective emotions in an attempt to act 

according to objective ethical rules.  Stocker sees this move as a major problem: “What is 

lacking in these theories is simply – or not so simply – the person.  For, love, friendship, 
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affection, fellow feeling, and community all require that the other person be an essential part of 

what is valued” (459).  Here, Stocker identifies an important problem in taking on an objective 

viewpoint.  Doing so eliminates important subjective motives, such as love, from the action 

guiding equation.  Thus, modern ethical theories are incapable of conceptually describing 

concepts like love and integrating them into their moral structure.  This inevitably results in a 

schizophrenic situation for any moralist who wishes to maintain meaningful friendships. 

 Stocker shows the problem of moral schizophrenia in deontological morality very clearly 

with his famous hospital example (462).  In this example, Stocker places you as someone who is 

recovering in the hospital.  As a result of your recovery, you are extremely bored, and you very 

much miss your friends and the company of others.  Your friend, Smith, comes to visit you, and 

you are delighted at his arrival.  After talking for a while, you question Smith as to his motives 

for coming, and you ask him why he took all of this time to come and see you.  Smith replies that 

he feels that it his duty as a friend to come and visit his friends when they are ill.  Upon further 

questioning, you realize that this was his only motive for visiting you.  At this point you are 

greatly saddened, and Smith’s visit no longer feels like a friendly one.  Instead, it was an action 

done solely from objective moral motives, and it fails to embody any real conception of 

friendship.  For Smith to truly be your friend, he must act on non-deontological motives.  If he 

still wishes to be a deontologist, he suffers from moral schizophrenia. 

 In the hospital example, Smith acts solely from deontological motives, and his potentially 

friendly actions become cold and objective.  Stocker points out that this illustrates deontological 

morality’s difficulty in providing a tenable account of friendship.  I would add that this problem 

becomes even more apparent when we examine some of Kant’s claims in Groundwork for the 

Metaphysics of Morals.  In Groundwork, Kant argues that the moral worth of an action comes 
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from whether or not it was done “from duty.”  For him, morally good actions are those that 

correspond to universally generalizable rules.  Furthermore, the moral worth of an action is 

determined by the extent to which that action was motivated by the agent’s duty to act according 

to these rules.  In the example above, for instance, Smith is visiting you in the hospital solely 

from deontological motivation; he is acting from duty.  

When examined in the context of friendship and moral schizophrenia, Kant’s arguments 

fail when he attempts to incorporate well-being into his morality.  He states: “To secure one’s 

own happiness is a duty (at least indirectly), for the lack of contentment with one’s condition, in 

a crowd of many sorrows and amid unsatisfied needs, can easily become a great temptation to 

the violation of duty” (15).  Here, Kant urges moralists to cultivate their own happiness to further 

their practice of dutiful ethics.  By bringing in moral schizophrenia, we see that this claim is 

ineffective in providing consistent action guidance.  As described above, Stocker shows that it is 

impossible for the moral agent to act according to deontological rules, cultivate his or her own 

happiness, and avoid moral schizophrenia at the same time.  Kantians who seek to further their 

own happiness by acting from duty will either develop a rift between their motives and actions or 

be forced to completely forego subjective motivates such as love, friendship, and community.  It 

is impossible to imagine a happy individual without these meaningful relationships.  Thus, 

Kantian deontology cannot escape the problem of moral schizophrenia, and it fails to provide a 

tenable account of friendship.  

 Having shown that subjective motivations pose a problem for Kantian deontology, I will 

next discuss whether consequentialism can better avoid the problem of moral schizophrenia.  In 

“Alienation, Consequentialism, and the Demands of Morality,” Peter Railton argues that an 

indirect form of consequentialism cultivates agent-centered dispositions that bring the agent’s 
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action and motivations into harmony.  Railton uses the move to indirect consequentialism to 

avoid what he terms “moral alienation.”  In his words: “Living up to the demands of morality 

may bring with it alienation – from one’s personal commitments, from one’s feelings or 

sentiments, from other people, or even from morality itself” (134).  Railton’s idea of moral 

alienation grapples with the same problem as Stocker’s moral schizophrenia.  For both 

philosophers, the move to the objectively moral point of view creates a psychological rift 

between the moralist and his or her actions.  As with Stocker, Railton sees moral alienation as a 

psychological problem, and he argues that “it may be the basis of [psychological] afflictions – 

such as a sense of loneliness or emptiness…Moreover, their alienation may cause psychological 

distress in others, and make certain valuable sorts of relationships impossible” (137).  Thus, 

moral schizophrenia and alienation both refer to the psychological rift created when an agent 

takes the moral point of view.  Both Stocker and Railton see this as a problem in traditional 

deontological and consequentialist theories. 

 Unlike Stocker, Railton argues that a sophisticated consequentialist can overcome the 

problem of alienation while still maintaining a consequentialist morality.  He uses the examples 

of John, Anne, Juan, and Linda to outline his solution to the problem of alienation.1  In his first 

example, Railton describes a married couple, John and Anne.  John, a consequentialist, describes 

his marriage to Anne as a case of satisfaction maximization.  He sees himself as best able to 

increase Anne’s happiness because he knows her better than anyone else.  Furthermore, John 

finds the process of making Anne happy personally satisfying (135).  Railton contends that John 

and Anne’s relationship is “missing something” because John’s remarks are divorced from his 

                                                 
1 Railton also talks about two friends, Lisa and Helen (135).  When asked by Helen why she has continued their 
friendship through hard times, Lisa responds using deontological reasoning and claims that it is her duty as a friend 
to stay by Helen in difficult situations.  Lisa is saddened by this response, and she feels alienated from the friendship.  
Railton uses this example to show that deontological morality also suffers from the problem of alienation. 
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affections and, instead, come from an impersonal point of view.  The impersonal (moral) point of 

view of John’s reasoning has resulted in his alienation from the marriage and his inability to 

develop relationships based on subjective affections like love and friendship. 

 After outlining the problem of alienation with the John and Anne example, Railton 

introduces a potential solution by claming that a sophisticated consequentialist can act from 

motivations that do not involve consequentialist calculations.  He states that the sophisticated 

consequentialist faces the following problem: “how to act in order to achieve maximum possible 

happiness if this is at times – or even often – not a matter of carrying out hedonistic 

deliberations” (143).  To clarify the move to sophisticated consequentialism, Railton introduces 

the example of a highly competitive tennis player who realizes that his overwhelming desire to 

win is actually keeping him from winning (144).  To combat this problem, the tennis player tries 

to focus more on enjoying the game, and his coach develops a psychological program to do so.  

The tennis player enjoys the game more and also achieves his overarching goal of playing well.  

Similar to the tennis player, Railton describes Juan, a sophisticated hedonist who marries Linda 

(150).  When questioned about his marriage, Juan uses very different language than John.  Juan 

claims that his care for Linda stems from a genuine affection and love for her.  Additionally, he 

maintains a consequentialist viewpoint by saying that the world would be a happier place if more 

people acted with love and affection.  Juan has a commitment to leading an objectively 

consequentialist life, but he does not do so solely from consequentialist deliberations.  Railton 

contends that Juan’s indirect consequentialism greatly reduces his moral alienation but still 

allows him to remain a consequentialist moralist. 

 While Railton’s move to indirect consequentialism seems to close the rift between actions 

and motivations and solve the problem of friendship, further inspection reveals serious 
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deficiencies in his solution.  In “Indirect Consequentialism, Friendship, and the Problem of 

Alienation,” Dean Cocking and Justin Oakley argue that Railton’s indirect consequentialism 

actually fails to account for the character traits necessary for true friendship.  Cocking and 

Oakley compare Juan to a good doctor who might “give special attention to her patients over 

others…she might provide care for her patients for their own sake, rather than, say, for the sake 

of meeting her job requirements, but we would not necessarily regard her relationships with her 

patients as friendship” (92).  Cocking and Oakley use this example to argue that professional 

relationships are grounded on different motivational and dispositional structures, and, thus, are 

not the same as true friendship.  Relationships like those between doctors and patients are meant 

to provide a service for the patient, and, while these relationships may have a “friendly” quality, 

they fail to maintain the same affections and commitments as friendships.  For instance, doctors 

will likely terminate their relationships with patients if their patients have overcome their 

illnesses and other patients need the doctor’s care.  Similar to doctors, indirect consequentialists 

like Juan maintain their relationships for the sake of the betterment of themselves and others, and 

they are willing to terminate these relationships if they become consequentially disadvantageous.  

Furthermore, Juan must see his relationships in this way because, if his motivations were 

different, he would cease to be a consequentialist.  Thus, Railton’s move to indirect 

consequentialism neither solves the problem of alienation nor provides a tenable account of 

friendship. 

 Having shown that consequentialism and deontology are both deficient in solving the 

problem of friendship, I will next argue that virtue ethics can provide a better solution.  

Furthermore, I will show that the nature of this solution shows a fundamental difference between 

virtue ethics and the other moral theories.  In The Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle devotes Books 
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VIII-IX to a discussion of friendship.  Central to Aristotle’s ethics is his concept of living well 

(eudaimonia), which he describes as living in accordance with the virtues.  He places friendship 

as one of the virtues necessary for living well, and he describes a pro-friendship disposition as an 

important state of character for the virtuous person.  After examining virtue, Aristotle says that 

“a discussion of friendship would naturally follow, since it is a virtue or implies virtue, and is 

besides most necessary with a view of living.  For without friends no one would chose to live, 

though he had all other goods” (1155a).  This statement alone moves towards a solution to the 

problem of alienation and moral schizophrenia.  If virtuous agents can hold friendship as a 

central component of their lives, they can develop lasting relationships without abandoning 

morality.  In fact, Aristotle sees friendship as an essential aspect of morality rather than a 

detriment to it: “the friendship of good men is good, being augmented by their companionship; 

and they are thought to become better too by their activities and by improving each other; for 

from each other they take the mould of the characteristics they approve” (1172a).  From this 

quote, we see that virtuous agents require other virtuous agents to fully live the good life.  

Without friends, the virtuous agent cannot exist.  This shows that friendship is an essential aspect 

of Aristotle’s morality. 

Classifying friendship as a virtue has several immediate advantages over deontological or 

consequentialist definitions.  First, it places it among the traits that one can learn through 

habituation.  Aristotle states: “Virtue, then, being of two kinds, intellectual and moral, 

intellectual virtue in the main owes both its birth and its growth from teaching…while moral 

virtue comes about as a result of habit” (1103a).  Since friendship is a moral virtue, the virtuous 

person can only learn proper friendship from practicing it and observing others.  This presents an 

agreeable model for learning friendship because it allows subjective influences to affect the 
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process rather than defining friendship as part of an objective deontological rule set or a 

consequentialist mechanism.  Indeed, each virtuous agent can discover friendship through his or 

her own experiences.  This shows friendship to be something that the virtuous agent cannot learn 

from a book or a defined set of objective codes.  This is precisely the way that Railton views 

friendship when he claims that there is “something missing” in John and Anne’s relationship 

(136).  Thus, virtue ethics immediately allows for a flexibility in the nature of friendship that the 

other ethical theories do not.  

Additionally, virtue ethics has the advantage of describing friendly dispositions as 

permanent states of character without resorting to complicated philosophical disputation.  Unlike 

consequentialism, according to which permanent states of character only inhibit possible 

consequences, virtue ethics encourages the virtuous person to facilitate dispositions and character 

traits.  These character traits are closely linked with virtue, and they are permanent in nature (as 

long as the agent remains virtuous).  Indeed, Aristotle sees the impermanent nature of utility-

based friendships as a problem.  He claims, “And thus these friendships are only incidental; for it 

is not as being the man he is that the loved person is loved, but as providing some good or 

pleasure.  Such friendships, then, are easily dissolved” (1156a).  Of true friendships, Aristotle 

states: “Perfect friendship is the friendship of men who are good, and alike in virtue…and they 

are good in themselves…And such a friendship is as, might be expected, permanent, since there 

meet in it all the qualities that friends should have” (1156b).  Here, Aristotle identifies the same 

problem in consequentialist friendships as does Cocking and Oakley.  By nature, friendships 

based on maximizing consequences are easily dissolved and impermanent.  This impermanence 

either alienates the potential friends from their relationships or forces them to develop a 

schizophrenic rift between their actions and motivations. 
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Furthermore, Aristotle’s conception of goodwill can solve the problem of differentiating 

between professional relationships and true friendship.  This problem, for instance, is illustrated 

in the doctor patient example described above.  Aristotle sees goodwill as the beginning of 

friendship, and he claims that goodwill can also count as a virtue.  In his words: “Goodwill is a 

friendly sort of relation, but it is not identical with friendship; for one may have goodwill both 

towards people whom one does not know, and without their knowing it, but not friendship” 

(1166b).  By severing goodwill from friendship and describing it as a related virtue, we see that a 

virtuous doctor holds goodwill towards his her patients but need not count them as friends.  

Since goodwill is the beginning of friendship, the doctor may very well develop friendships with 

some of her patients even after they have left her care.  In either case, the doctor’s friendly 

disposition is a permanent character trait that is inextricably linked to her morality.  Virtue ethics 

allows for subjective virtues like goodwill that serve to develop a more complex account of 

friendship.  Consequentialism and deontology, on the other hand, focus on objective action 

guidance, and they can only provide a description of objective, professional relationships. 

Additionally, since the virtuous doctor is motivated to act in a virtuous manner (guided by the 

virtues of goodwill and friendship), her actions are in accordance with her motivations.  

Depending on which virtue is relevant, she can develop both professional relationships and true 

friendships.  Thus, she is able to both act morally and maintain friendships, avoiding the problem 

of moral alienation and schizophrenia. 

 From this analysis, we see that virtue ethics fundamentally deals with the character traits 

and dispositions of the virtuous person.  On the other hand, deontology and consequentialism 

focus on what the moral agent should do rather than who the moral agent should be.  Focusing 

on the actions themselves requires deontologists and consequentialists to adopt an objective 
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moral viewpoint that divorces them from their subjective feelings and either alienates them from 

their relationships or forces them to develop a schizophrenic rift between their actions and their 

values.  Virtue ethics, on the other hand, allows for the development of permanent pro-friendship 

dispositions and gives the virtuous agent the opportunity to live both morally and well.  

Ultimately, focusing on the virtuous person and identifying friendship as a virtue necessary for 

living the good life solves the problems of moral schizophrenia and alienation.  This shows not 

only that virtue ethics can hold its own against theories like deontology and consequentialism, 

but that virtue ethics can better solve some difficult meta-ethical problems.  In the case of 

friendship, Aristotelian virtue ethics provides an account in which friendship is a moral virtue 

necessary for the good life.  Clearly, friendship is essential to virtue ethics in a way that it can 

never be to consequentialism or deontology.  The question then becomes: How do we live our 

lives, with friendship as a footnote or as inextricably linked to our morality? 
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